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LABORATORY
FURNISHING
SYSTEMS
QUALITY MODULARITY EFFICIENCY

We furnish you with an absolutely future-proof laboratory
Laboratories in corporations, schools, and academic and research institutions are all subject to strict legal safety
requirements to protect both the laboratory staff and their environment. No less strict are the guidelines set up by the
laboratory operators themselves regarding efficiency and practicable solutions. Only if both demands are fully met
and also aspects of sustainability have been taken into account is the laboratory not only suitable for contemporary
but also for future applications.
We have specialized in designing laboratory systems guaranteeing a high level of investment security for our
customers with regard to safety, sustainability and economics.
At the same time we never lose track of the big laboratory picture. Therefore we provide you with our full range
of products including different fume cupboard systems and a wide range of laboratory workbenches and service
systems, as well as storage spaces and accessories. Apart from standard sizes and equipment we, of course,
also produce customized individual equipment to detail. Our scope of services ranges from professional planning
and consulting to on-time installation and maintenance services.
Our outstanding level of quality is based on a state-of-the-art production technology and perfect processing.
The modularity of our furnishing system allows for an easy and quick conversion for ever new requirements.
With QME you will be able to work efficiently and economically while still remaining absolutely open even for
large-scale changes.

Make use of our many years of expertise!
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Ever since the foundation in 1958 Hemling has been developing a well-established name in the
world of exclusive interior design and perfect laboratory furnishing within just a few decades.
As a medium-sized company we are hands-on – with flat hierarchies we are open to quickly and
flexibly react to all our customers‘requirements.
Our intense project management is our hallmark: Expert advice for users and technicians, exact
site measuring, preparation of detailed layouts and section drawings, production at the highest
possible level of quality, professional installation with in-house installation staff, and service
and maintenance of the furnishings.
We are a member of both the DECHEMA working group “Test laboratories“and the “Standardization committees for laboratory furniture, fume cupboards and laboratory ventilation technology”. We check, test, and design customized fume cupboards which is why our furnishings
always comply with the latest state-of-the-art. Our production plant is GS tested and our products
are supported by the GS symbol.
Being a member of EGNATON sustainability is very important to us. EGNATON keeps laboratory
furniture operators and users informed about the level of sustainability of laboratory instruments
and furniture in a standardised way.
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Laboratory Fume Cupobards,
Enclosures and Cabins

Excellent working environment, guaranteed sustainability
Research and industrial laboratories have to meet a great variety of requirements regarding
functionality, stability, flexibility, and safety. The fulfilment of all of these requirements guarantees
that you will get what you need: a good working environment.
Sustainability is also of importance for laboratory buildings and their furnishings which has been
discussed intensively. And with our certified fume cupboards we considerably contribute to
sustainability.
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Low ceiling fume cupboards
Low level fume cupboards
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Laboratory Fume Cupboards,
Enclosures and Cabins

Fume cupboards are the central elements of a laboratory. We produce them in many executions and versions
according to the respective application requirements. However, these requirements are consistently increasing as
more and more laboratory tasks are relocated into fume cupboards these days due to an ever increasing amount
of hazardous substances and reagents. Furthermore the requirements for fume cupboards have considerably
increased due to the EN 14175 standard.
We not only produce fume cupboards in the standard sizes of 1200, 1500, 1800, and 2100 mm, but also customize
their size individually. According to the great variety of applications we manufacture fume cupboards either as
bench-mounted, low ceiling, low level, and walk-in fume cupboards. Worktop materials and interior linings are
configured according to the specifications of the tasks to be completed, and gases and liquids to be used, or the
vapours and particulates that might occur.
Requirements a fume cupboard has to meet:
• Avoidance of pollutants exhausting into the laboratory
• Discharge of pollutants to avoid an explosive or hazardous atmosphere within the fume cupboard
• Protection of laboratory staff against splashes and splinters
Our main focus to meet the safety requirements is on the design and development of our fume cupboards.
As a result, our type-tested fume cupboards guarantee utmost safety.
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Enclosures and cabins

Waste disposal in the fume cupboard

In cooperation with our customers we have developed
individual cabins, enclosures, and room-in-room systems
for extensive test rigs we produce in our modern production
facilities. Our main emphasis is on ensuring utmost safety
for the laboratory staff.

When protecting laboratory staff against substances
hazardous to health, safe storage of solvents, acids and
bases is an important aspect. We provide a solution
to dispose of aggressive substances used in the fume
cupboard through special funnels incorporated in the
worktop, taking them either into a disposal container
in the cabinet for combustible liquids, or into an acid
and base cabinet. The containers are equipped with a
level control system with a clearly visible display which
is incorporated in the fume cupboard pylon.

Test room
As a member of the ‘Test laboratories‘ working group we
test our fume cupboards in our in-house test-laboratory on
a European level. Type tests according to the EN 14175,
part 3, standard are carried out in cooperation with the
Institute for Industrial Aerodynamics at the Aachen University of Applied Sciences.
Our containment measurement facility allows a simulation
of different room air situations. That way the fume cupboards can be adjusted for specific conditions on site in an
optimal way. Many customers make use of the possibility
to equip the fume cupboard in our test room with their own
test rigs to determine the optimal air volume for given
robustness values.
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A I Bench-mounted fume cupboards
according to EN 14175
Our bench-mounted fume cupboards produced according to DIN EN14175 not only feature an
outstanding ventilation technology but also above average robustness values.
Electric installations such as function displays, control panels for the airflow controller, sockets, and
automatic circuit-breakers are primarily located in the left pylon. That way sufficient space remains
for high service fixtures in the service rail. An inner lining of melamine resin, a ceramics worktop,
scaffold points, and lighting are part of the standard equipment. Supply of services is customized
and base cabinets may be arranged as required.
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Legende
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11.
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Automatic circuit-breaker
Function control
Control panel / interior sockets
Service rail
Plinth panel
Pylon
Firm glazing
Front sash
Exterior electric equipment
Steel frame
Base cabinet on plinth



Inner lining
Melamine resin
Polypropylene
Stainless steel
Fine stoneware
Solid grade laminate

1050
Working space dimension 2

1530
Working space dimension 1

Dimensional drawing

Technical data
Grid size

1200

1500

1800

2100

Overall dimension in mm
Working space dimension 1 in mm
Working space dimension 2 in mm

1200 x 950 x 2750
1160 x 690 x 1530
1160 x 690 x 1050

1500 x 950 x 2750
1460 x 690 x 1530
1460 x 690 x 1050

1800 x 950 x 2750
1760 x 690 x 1530
1760 x 690 x 1050

2100 x 950 x 2750
2060 x 690 x 1530
2060 x 690 x 1050

Recommended air exchange rate m3/h

400

530

660

790

Recommended air exchange
rate with supportive flow in m3/h

350

450

560

680
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B I L ow ceiling fume cupboards according
to EN 14175
In case it is not possible to use a standard fume cupboard with a construction height of 2750 mm,
the low ceiling fume cupboard would be a suitable alternative.
The sectionalized front sash does not project the fume cupboard carcass and allows for an overall
construction height of 2410 mm.
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Legend
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9.
10.
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Automatic circuit breaker
Function control
Control panel / interior sockets
Service rail
Plinth panel
Pylon
Front sash
Exterior electric equipment
Steel frame
Safety cabinet for solvents



Dimensional drawing

Inner lining
Melamine resin
Polypropylene
Stainless steel
Fine stoneware
Solid grade laminate

Technical data
Grid size

1200

1500

1800

2100

1200 x 950 x 2410
1160 x 690 x 1050

1500 x 950 x 2410
1460 x 690 x 1050

1800 x 950 x 2410
1760 x 690 x 1050

2100 x 950 x 2410
2060 x 690 x 1050

Recommended air exchange rate m3/h

400

530

660

790

Recommended air exchange
rate with supportive flow in m3/h

350

450

560

680

Overall dimension in mm
Working space dimension in mm
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C I L ow level fume cupboards according
to EN 14175
The requirements for high test rigs are met by the installation of the worktop at a height of 510 mm
in case of an interior height of 1940 mm.
A divided sash and an optional laminated safety glazing of the side panels ensure safe operability
and a clear view into the fume cupboard.
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Legend
1.
2.
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10.
11.
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Automatic circuit breaker
Function control
Control panel / interior sockets
Installation compartment
Service rail
Plinth panel
Pylon
Firm glazing
Front sash
Exterior electric equipment
Steel frame





Dimensional drawing

Inner lining
Melamine resin
Polypropylene
Stainless steel
Fine stoneware
Solid grade laminate

Technical data
Grid size

1200

1500

1800

2100

1200 x 950 x 2750
1160 x 690 x 1940

1500 x 950 x 2750
1460 x 690 x 1940

1800 x 950 x 2750
1760 x 690 x 1940

2100 x 950 x 2750
2060 x 690 x 1940

Recommended air exchange rate m3/h

500

630

760

890

Recommended air exchange
rate with supportive flow in m3/h

450

550

660

780

Overall dimension in mm
Working space dimension in mm
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DI W
 alk-in fume cupboards according
to EN 14175
Walk-in fume cupboards allow a supply of test rigs on trolley tables. Owing to the interior height
of 2450 mm even very high test rigs can be inserted.
The drip cup and the fittings are located in the side panels, whereas the double-sided electric
equipment is in the pylon. Interior sockets are possible.
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Legend
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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Automatic circuit breaker
Function control
Control panel / interior sockets
Service rail
Plinth panel
Pylon
Firm glazing
Front sash
Exterior electric equipment



Dimensional drawing

Inner lining
Melamine resin
Polypropylene
Stainless steel
Fine stoneware
Solid grade laminate

Technical data
Grid size
Overall dimension in mm
Working space dimension in mm
Recommended air exchange rate m3/h

1200

1500

1800

2100

1200 x 950 x 2750
1160 x 690 x 2450

1500 x 950 x 2750
1460 x 690 x 2450

1800 x 950 x 2750
1760 x 690 x 2450

2100 x 950 x 2750
2060 x 690 x 2450

600

730

860

990
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EI H
 eight-adjustable fume cupboards
according to EN 14175
We produce height-adjustable fume cupboards in two different versions: The air inclusion fume
cupboard is equipped with a height adjustment device ranging from 270 mm – 920 mm and allows
unrestricted work for wheelchair users. The higher version is equipped with a height adjustment
device ranging from 920 mm – 1120 mm and allows particularly tall people to work at an ergonomic height.
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Legend
1.
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9.
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AK distribution board
Function control
Control panel / interior sockets
Service rail
Plinth panel
Pylon
Firm glazing
Front sash
Exterior electric installations



Dimensional drawing

Inner lining
Melamine resin
Polypropylene
Stainless steel
Fine stoneware
Solid grade laminate

Technical data
Grid size
Overall dimension in mm*
Working space dimension in mm
Recommended air exchange rate m3/h

1200

1500

1800

2100

1240 x 930 x 2980
1160 x 690 x 1530

1540 x 930 x 2980
1460 x 690 x 1530

1840 x 930 x 2980
1760 x 690 x 1530

2140 x 930 x 2980
2060 x 690 x 1530

400

530

660

790

*Overall dimensions in relation to the working height of 920 mm – 1120 mm
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F I S pecial fume cupboards according
to EN 14175 / DIN 25466
Special requirements ask for special fume cupboards with particular installations. Our special
fume cupboards are built as bench-mounted fume cupboards with a lower interior height
(see page 13) and are equipped according to the user requirements with fume scrubbers, filters,
or fire extinguishing units.

22

Special application fume cupboards

Filter fume cupboards

Fume cupboards for high thermal loads and applications
with acids are built according to DIN EN 14175 (part 7).
Special application fume cupboards require a special design
in case of applications with heat sources of 4 kW or more per
metre of interior width. The same applies for fume cupboards
with high acidic loads, and for perchloric and hydrofluoric
acid fume cupboards. These may be equipped with a fume
scrubber and, if need be, with a neutralisation device. The
extract air is routed through a manifold that can be sprinkled,
if need be.

A filter device for particles prevents harmful particles from
escaping through the extract air device and from getting
outdoors. A special technology allows a filter exchange
without contacting contaminated particles.
Filter saturation is controlled by pressure differential
measurement with corresponding indication.

FES fume cupboards

Radioisotope fume cupboards

FES fume cupboards are equipped with a safety system to
avoid fire. The system allows either a 24-h or an uncontrolled
operation, respectively.

Isotope fume cupboards are built according to DIN 25466
and meet the increased requirements for radiation
protection. Linings and worktops are of stainless steel or
polypropylene. The fume cupboard head unit is equipped
with a two-stage filter device (filter, particle filter).

The FES system comprises a pressure gas generator, a
thermal and/or UV flame detector, control devices, visual
and acoustic warning devices, as well as a push button for
manual release. In case of fire it will be damped down by
emitting argon. The front sash, the extract air valve and the
supply of services are closed. The system releases an acoustic
and visual signal and informs the fire brigade or the building
management system.

For opposite filter cabinets a quadruple filter may be used
consisting of filter, particle filter, activated carbon filter, and
a particulate filter. The fume cupboard is prepared for the
installation of a lead protection to be provided by the
customer.
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G I Enclosures and bench-mounted modules
Enclosures protect the laboratory staff against flying splinters occurring from explosions as well
as against splashing hazardous substances. These elements are generally produced individually
according to specific workflows and customer requirements. Enclosures are placed onto laboratory
workbenches and are equipped with vertical sashes or lateral cross slides.
Enclosures may be equipped with a lighting system on request. It is also possible to connect this
element to an extract air device for which a hundredfold exchange of air is intended.

Enclosures
Our enclosures are made of a stable aluminium profile. They
are equipped with up to three cross slides that allow safe
corrective actions while being protective at the same time.
The services are supplied from an energy spine.

24

Top-mounted modules
Top-mounted modules are equipped with vertically sliding
front sashes. Electrical services are supplied through a
laterally arranged pylon. As an alternative, the side panels
are available with an inspection window. Hoses, pipes and
cables may be lead through a flap valve in the side panel.
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H I Special and XXL cabins
XXL cabins are large-scale cabins to hold large-scale test plants. These units are available in
wall-mounted and island versions. This type of cabin is accessible from all sides through horizontally sliding front glass doors or vertical sashes. Energy is supplied from integrated service wings
or – in case of wall-mounted units – through service ducts incorporated into the rear panel.
Type and amount of the services depend on the purpose of use.
The extract air is routed through manifolds in the cabin ceiling as well as through ventilation grids
in the plinth area. Depending on the size of the cabin several ventilation connections are planned.
XXL cabins are generally equipped with an individual lighting device.

26
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I I Options
To optimize workflows and to increase the safety in the laboratory our fume cupboards may be
equipped with lots of useful additional installations and design versions.



Glazing
Side panels glazed with safety glass improve visibility of the
test rigs.
As an alternative to firm glazing two cross slides ensure
optimal access in case of high test rigs.



The three cross slides at the bottom are routed in two
grooves as a standard. An alternative version with three
grooves provides a larger point of access to the fume
cupboard if the front sash is closed as the panes may be
arranged in tandem. The same applies for fume cupboards
with four cross slides in four grooves.





Flap valve
A lateral flap valve or brush sealing allows hoses, cables and
lines to be put through from the workplace on the side or the
adjacent fume cupboard.

Legend
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Frame with cross slides
Glazing version
Lateral glazing
Flap valve

Linings
Apart from the standard lining of melamine resin coating we
also provide linings of solid grade laminate, polypropylene,
stainless steel or fine stoneware (ceramics), depending on
the chemicals and reagents used.

Fume cupboard with sink
Also laboratory sinks of different sizes may be integrated
in the fume cupboard worktops. The outlet valves are in
wall-mounted execution. According to DIN EN 14175 the
operating elements of the utility valves are arranged at the
outside on the service rail.

Explosion protection
If the fume cupboard interior is defined as an explosionproof zone the lighting and the interior sockets are installed
in explosion-proof execution, and the extract air is routed
in an electrically conductive polypropylene pipe. The function
display and other electric components are installed in a
separate electric trunking outside the fume cupboard.
If the entire room is defined as an explosion-proof zone
all electric components are installed in explosion-proof
execution. Therefore the operating device of the function
display is placed in the pylon, for example, whereas the
function display electronics is located outside the room.
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I I Options

Flow behaviour

Containment tests in our measuring track clearly show the
optimized containment behaviour of the fume cupboard due
to the use of the supportive flow technology.

Supportive flow technology
Good reasons for using supportive flow technology:
a. Reduction of the extract air exchange rate
• Reduces energy consumption and operating costs
• Improves sustainability of the fume cupboard
b. 	Increase in safety
• Improved robustness of the fume cupboard
• Pollutant concentrations or volumes from the
fume cupboard do not get into the laboratory
• Better protection of laboratory staff

30

The supportive air is supplied to the fume cupboard either
through two jets that are fixed to the fume cupboard side
panels, or through a supportive air profile that is attached to
the front edge of the worktop.

J I Function control and control components
Laboratory furniture, ventilation unit and MCA
technologies acquire a comprehensive view.
An extensive ventilation concept therefore is
the basis of safely operating laboratories and
laboratory fume cupboards. Depending on
the ventilation concept and the amount of air
consumers in the room our fume cupboards
are equipped with a laboratory fume cupboard
monitoring device or with a constant or variable
laboratory fume cupboard control device.







Legend
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Passive infrared detector
Control / monitoring device
Measuring/controlling device
Function display
Front sash sensor



Laboratory fume cupboard monitoring
device
A clearly visible function display with visual and acoustic
alarming signal is incorporated into the fume cupboard
pylon. This device shows the correct functioning of the
airflow in the fume cupboard.

Laboratory fume cupboard control device
To reduce energy consumption in case of varying sash
opening heights fume cupboards are operated with variable
air exchange rates. Microprocessor-controlled airflow
control devices are used to trigger the control valve in the
extract air spigot.

Automatic sash closing device
To benefit from the advantages that are provided by a
reduced air exchange rate when the fume cupboard is not in
use, the fume cupboard front sash should be closed. The sash
controller automatically closes the fume cupboard sash as
soon as no person is within the visual field of the movement
detector. The delay time for the closing process can be set
individually.
A horizontal light barrier at the closing front sash ensures
an accident-free work.

Automatic sash opening device
Motor-driven fume cupboard sashes can be opened by
slightly tipping the sash or by triggering a touch-free foot
sensor.
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Supply of Services

Form follows function
The well thought-out supply of the laboratory with the required services is the basis of a smooth
laboratory workflow. Taking workflows and equipment into consideration the supply of services
is provided through floor-standing service spines, overhead service carriers, service columns,
or wall-mounted service ducts.

AI
BI
CI
DI

Service spine
Overhead service carrier
Service column
Service duct

34
42
44
46
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A I Service spine
The floor-standing service supply system holds fittings, drip cups, supply and disposal pipes,
electric trunkings, built-in devices, and extract air pipes. Working and storage spaces are
integrated.

The Service spine consists of two aluminium system posts,
one electric trunking for sockets and switches, one service
panel for the outlet valves, and an interior levelling foot that
may be covered by an uninterruptible plinth panel as an
option. The flexible grid construction with sizes of 600, 900,
1200, and 1500 mm allows for flexible expansions. The
standard system height of the service spine is 1980 mm.
The system posts are protected by caps and have functional
grooves to integrate perforated rails of polyethylene for
height-adjustable storage shelves. Furthermore 300 mm
deep system shelves and 150 mm deep reagent shelves
with a glass bottom may be mounted. Reagent shelves are
additionally equipped with scaffold post holders. Functional
grooves that are not used are provided with a covering
profile.

34

If the services are supplied from above, the service spines
are expanded in the area of the feeding grid so that the
supply pipes can be attached. Combinations of base cabinets
on plinth, H-stands or C-frames that are connected with the
system post result in wall-mounted laboratory workbenches
or laboratory double workbenches. The service spine can also
stand alone without any workbenches added to the front.
In such a case it is used to supply floor-standing devices with
energy.

1
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Legend
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Dimensions

Panelled service spine
Grid width in mm
Service spine with splash protection
Service rail
Standing height 920 mm
Sitting height 725 mm
System post
System shelf
Reagent shelf
Levelling foot with uninterruptible plinth

600 / 900 / 1200 / 1500
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A I Service spine – Electric installations

According to DIN EN 50085 a dual system trunking of
aluminium with integrated separators and a detachable
service rail of phenolic resin of IP44 rating are planned
for the electric installations.
An integrated labelling field facilitates the labelling of
the installed electric components.
Electric cables and data lines can be inserted through
connector panels incorporated in the rear panel of the
aluminium trunking. As an option, an installation with
halogen-free cables is possible. The connector panels
may be equipped with various screwed cable glands of
different IP ratings.
The modular construction in grid widths of 600, 900,
1200, and 1500 mm allows for a flexible design of the
electric trunking.

36

The electric trunking is equipped with prefabricated elements
in various executions and colours in a width of 150 mm.
These elements may contain up to four sockets. For further
components, e.g. IT, standardised mounting boxes with blind
covers are planned.
For a possible protection of the power circuits with RCD
(FI protection switch) and automatic circuit breakers,
AK distribution boards with a maximum equipment of
12 pitch units are available.
Test reports for electric supplies ensure correct wiring
according to the DIN/VDE regulations.
The lines are supplied by supply trunkings – with or without
trunking separation as an option.
The system trunking of aluminium may be equipped with
an LED down light of a suitable grid width at the bottom
side to improve the illumination of the laboratory workplace
and to avoid the formation of shadows.

1





Legend
1. Supply of electric services
2. Electric trunking
3. Workplace lighting
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A I Service spine – Sanitary installations

Valves for water or combustible and synthetic gases are
made of brass. The ergonomic actuation handle of polyamide
is colour-coded according to DIN EN 13792. Valves for
synthetic gases such as nitrogen or compressed air may be
equipped with a pressure reducer and a pressure gauge as
an option.
Mixer taps for the supply of drinking and process water are
available with two handles, or as a lever tap. Corresponding
basins in the worktop are available in various sizes.
Wall-mounted sinks that are installed at the service panel are
either of polypropylene or ceramics, whereas sewage pipes
with siphon are made of polypropylene.
Cooling water valves are available with nozzle or with quick
release coupling and a male coupling closing on both sides.
These valves may also be equipped with a pressure reducer
and a pressure gauge.
Valves for pure water have an interior plastic hose. Pollution
of the water because of contact with metal parts is thus
excluded.
According to DIN DVGW eye showers are supplied either as
a wall-mounted or bench-mounted outlet with one or two
shower heads.
All valves can be supplied as either wall-mounted or
bench-mounted versions. Depending on the type of service
and the requirements, supply pipes are made of either
copper, stainless steel or plastic. Water pipes are provided
with an insulation.
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Vacuum valves with a manual control module and a reflux
valve allow for an optimal fine adjustment. The pipes are
routed according to the requirements and are made of either
PTFE or stainless steel. A vacuum controller automatically
adjusts the vacuum to the respective process cycle.
High purity gas valves are made of brass or stainless steel
and are equipped with a pressure reducer and a pressure
gauge – as an option also with a membrane metering valve.
Valves for acetylene additionally contain a flame trap. The
supply pipes for high purity gases are made of specially
cleaned copper or stainless steel pipes.
In case the services are supplied from the ceiling by the
customer the corresponding modular grid size is expanded
upwards. That way it is ensured that the routing of the pipes
towards the stopping valve can be properly executed in a
stable way.
The installation is executed according to the technical
DVGW-TRGI guidelines for gas installations, and the technical guidelines for drinking water installations DIN 1988-100
and DIN EN 1717. All pipe connections created at our plant
are pressure tested and recorded.

1






Legende
1.
2.
3.
4.

Supply of sanitary services
Valve
Wall-mounted basin
Sewage pipe incl. siphon
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A I Service spine – Extract air installations
As a service supply system the service spine not only provides power and services but also extract
air pipes for a great variety of extraction types.

Extraction of base cabinets

Hinged extraction arms

Base cabinets that are designed to store acids, chemicals
or combustible liquids shall be connected to a sufficiently
dimensioned extract air device that is efficient at any time.
This also applies for storage units with collection containers
for hazardous substances and hazardous waste. Underbench unit extraction devices are equipped with up to three
connection points. They consist of an extract air pipe made
of PP, and of a built-in constant airflow controller as an
option. The volume of extracted air is 40 m³/h.

Hinged extraction arms are in charge of a targeted extraction
of gases, vapours, dusts, or aerosols. Three hinged joints
and arms of various lengths allow a flexible adjustment
to the respective test rig. The extract air exchange rate is
120 – 150 m³/h for hinged extraction arms with a pipe
diameter of 75 mm.

Floor extraction devices
If applications with hazardous substances heavier than the
ambient air are carried out in a laboratory it might be reasonable to include one or several floor extraction devices. Such
devices may also be integrated into the laboratory furniture.
From there the extract air pipes are routed upwards through
the service spine.

Snorkel extraction device
A snorkel extraction device catches hazardous substances
right at their place of origin. It is connected to the service
panel of the service spine by means of a junction box.
The extract air pipe has an extract air volume of 25 m³/h.

40

Extraction hoods
Extraction hoods are attached to the service spines and are
made of stainless steel or polypropylene. They are produced
in grid widths of 600, 900, 1200, and 1500 mm and have
a depth of either 600 mm or 750 mm. A manual butterfly
damper in the extract air spigot and air baffles to improve
the routing of air is part of the standard execution.

AAS devices
Whenever AAS devices are operated atomization residues
occur that are discharged by an AAS extraction device made
of VA. The extraction hood is attached to the service spine
with an extraction arm holder.

Rear panel extraction devices
Vapours and aerosols that occur on a laboratory workbench
are extracted through a perforated rear panel in the service
spine. An extraction enclosure of polypropylene on the rear
panel of the service spine ensures an efficient and constant
extraction.

1
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Legend
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Extract air pipe
Extraction hood
Hinged extraction arm
Floor extraction
Snorkel extraction device
Extraction of underbench unit
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B I Overhead service carrier
The overhead service carrier as a service supply system allows a flexible adaptation of the laboratory layout at any time. Laboratory furniture or analytical instruments in analytical laboratories,
for example, can be placed wherever needed and are also easy to access from behind.
Per grid module the overhead service carrier consists of two system posts fixed on the raw ceiling
onto which electric trunkings for the power supply are attached. The bottom part is completed with
a service panel equipped with carrier valves. The overhead service carrier may be equipped with
hinged extraction arms. It is available in grid lengths of 600, 900, 1200, and 1500 mm.








Legend
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Ceiling connection
Supply of services
Supply of sanitary services
Supply of electric services
Hinged extraction arm



Dimensional drawing
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C I Service spine
Service spines are used for the supply of laboratory workbenches and devices. A service spine
consists of two system posts and two supply ducts equipped with modular panels, and of an
individual arrangement of electric and sanitary services. It can be equipped on one or both sides.
Service spines are fixed either rigidly to the raw ceiling or variable with flexible supply pipes on
the ceiling grid. Glass shelves or system shelves may be attached to the system posts.







Legend
1. Supply of electric services
2. Storage space
3. Supply of sanitary services
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Dimensional drawing
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D I Service duct
A service duct supplies stationary laboratory workbenches, trolley tables and floor-mounted
devices with electric and sanitary services if the equipment of a service spine will not be required.
The service duct is fixed on the wall and consists of an area to hold carrier valves with linear
inlet/outlet piping as well as with an added electric trunking for the supply of electric services.
Electric cables are supplied through a wall-mounted trunking, whereas sanitary services are fixed
on the wall, or also in a duct as an alternative.





Legend
1. Supply of electric services
2. Supply of sanitary services
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Dimensional drawing
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48

Laboratory Workbenches
with Service Spine

Quality – Modularity – Efficiency
With our QME laboratory system there are no limits regarding an individual design of efficient
laboratory furniture and ergonomically optimized workplaces. A separation of energy spine and
laboratory workbench combined with numerous equipment options allows for a variable adaptation
to given workflows.

AI
BI
CI
DI

Outline of versions
50
Wall-mounted laboratory workbenches 52
Laboratory double workbenches
58
Tables for analytical tasks
64
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A I Outline of versions
The combination of a service spine with suitable laboratory workbenches results in either a
wall-mounted or a laboratory double workbench. You have the choice between three laboratory
workbench versions with a standing height of 920 mm each, standing next to a height-adjustable
laboratory workbench.

Laboratory workbench with base cabinet
on plinth:

Laboratory workbench with H-frame
connection:

The base cabinet with a plinth height of 105 mm provides
maximum storage space. A connection to the service spine is
made through the expanded plinth and a customized panel.

The workbench has an installation panelling with plinth
and is fixed to the system post of the service spine. The steel
frames are equipped with levelling feet for a horizontal
alignment on uneven floors. Trolley base cabinets of various
sizes can be inserted below the workbench.

Laboratory workbench with C-frame
connection:
Two C-frames with height-adjustable levelling feet and a
crossbar at the front as well as a rear installation panel form
the C-frame for the workbench that is fixed on the system
post. As an option the installation panel may also be
equipped with inspection slides. Independent of the grid
size mobile base cabinets (height of castors 105 mm) can
also be inserted below the worktop above the C-frame.

Worktops
Fine stoneware
Fine stoneware compound
Glas compound
Solid grade laminate
Stainless steel
Melamine resin
Polypropylene
Beech plywood panel

Height-adjustable laboratory workbench:
A height-adjustable workbench is considered an ergonomically optimized workplace. It is located on the spine with
a bracket cover in front of a 150 mm deep fitting space.

Dimensions
Grid width in mm
Seating height in mm
Standing height in mm
Worktop depth in mm

600 / 900 / 1200 / 1500
725
920*
650-900 if base cabinets on plinth are used
700-900 if frames are used
600-750 - if height-adjustable workbenches are used		
		
- plus 150 mm of fitting space
*Range of adjustment for height-adjustable workbenches depends on the type of height-adjustment
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BI W
 all-mounted laboratory workbenches
Version I
The modular design of the QME laboratory system allows the standard system height of
1980 mm to be individually adapted to different workplace requirements.
With the increased system height I the system post is expanded by 430 mm. The suspended
cabinet is installed at a height of 1700 mm (lower edge). That way hanging cabinets can be reached
when standing, and its usability without needing a ladder is ensured. If a reagent shelf is located
below the suspended cabinet, an interior height of 220 mm will be available to place smaller
objects.

Increased system height I

Standard system height
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Legend
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Suspended cabinet
Base cabinet
Plinth panel
Floor extraction
Draining rack
Paper and soap dispenser
Splash protection
Worktop incl. sink
Fitting space
Sink base cabinet

Dimensional drawing

Laboratory sink in front of service spine
Laboratory sinks are integrated either as a stand-alone unit
or as part of a wall-mounted or double workbench. Sanitary
services are supplied through wall-mounted valves. A splash
protection pane of TSG (tempered safety glass) may protect
the adjacent workplace, if need be.
Worktops can be equipped with sinks of ceramics, polypropylene or stainless steel, and also with drain grooves on
request.

Draining boards for laboratory glassware as well as holders
for towels, soap, and disinfectants can be attached to the
service spine panels.
The base cabinet in plinth construction provides space for
local hot water processing by a hot water boiler or a flow
heater. It also provides space for different waste collection
systems.
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BI W
 all-mounted laboratory workbenches
Version II
A larger amount of space between the reagent shelves and the hanging cabinets is provided by
increased system height II of 2750 mm, which is 770 mm higher.
Our hanging cabinets are equipped with a shelf and provide sufficient height on each shelf to store
two folders on top of each other. They are equipped with ladder rails and a ladder tube for easy
reach.

Increased system height II

1









Legend
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Hanging cabinet with ladder rail
Sink base cabinet
Trolley base cabinet
H-frame
Drip cup
Fitting space



Dimensional drawing

Drip cup
Drip cups or sinks are preferably attached to the service
panel of the service spine. That way the worktop can be
used without any restrictions, and contaminated water
does not get into the drain in an uncontrolled way.
Drip cups can also be inserted into the worktop of the
laboratory workbench as an alternative.
Polypropylene and ceramics are the materials available.
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BI W
 all-mounted laboratory workbenches
Version III
Within the scope of the reduced system height I of 1460 mm the service spine is only used for
the supply of services, while the top cover of the service spine may be used as storage space.
In case of a supply of services from above the system posts of the adjacent spine grid are expanded
for the fixation of pipes. In case of a supply of services from below or from the side, the connections
are located in the fitting space of the service spine.
If the need for services is limited to sanitary supplies and gases, service spines with a reduced
system height II of 920 mm are used. A drip cup may be incorporated in the bracket cover
between the system posts. The valves are executed as bench-mounted outlets.

Reduced system height I

Reduced system height II
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Legend
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Sink base cabinet
Mobile drawer base cabinet
C-frame
Fitting space
H-frame
Bracket cover



Dimensional drawing
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C I L aboratory Double Workbenches
Version I
The laboratory double workbench at standard system height is a combination of a service spine and
laboratory workbenches added on both sides. They provide a standing height of 920 mm or a sitting
height of 725 mm.
According to the requirements of the German statutory accident insurance the service spine of laboratory double workbenches shall be equipped with a splash protection up to a height of 1750 mm.
The supply grid is often used to install a sink in a base cabinet on plinth within a double workbench
construction and to attach add-on parts like draining boards to the panels.
The fitting space panel on the C-frame is used as a stop for mobile base cabinets.

Standard system height



1








Legende
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Monitor
Sink base cabinet
Mobile base cabinet
Splash protection
Fitting space
C-frame sitting height
C-frame standing height

Dimensional drawing
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C I L aboratory double workbenches
Version II
The front-mounted workbench consists of base cabinets with a plinth of 105 mm as well as with
a worktop mounted on top which is executed according to the workflow requirements and the
chemicals used from the wide range of different materials.
Increased system height I of 2410 mm allows for the fixation of a hinged extraction arm with
local extraction points.
Increased system height II of 2750 mm allows for equipment with hanging cabinet. Ladder rails
and a ladder facilitate storage or removing of materials and devices.
Increased system height II

Increased system height I

1
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Legend
1.
2.
3.
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5.
6.
7.
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Hanging cabinet
Base cabinet
Built-in device
Extraction arm
Splash protection of acrylic glass
Splash protection of glass
Head sink

Dimensional drawing

Laboratory sink at the front
Laboratory sinks arranged at the front are to protect the
workplaces on the long sides by a splash protection of either
safety glass or solid grade laminate. It may be equipped
with a towel, soap or disinfectant dispenser.
The base cabinets on plinth can be arranged on the front
side as well as on the long sides.
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C I L aboratory double workbenches
Version III
To achieve an ideal overview of the room in large laboratory rooms with several rows of laboratory
furniture, and to have a light and friendly room design, we recommend executing the laboratory
workbench at a reduced height. The service spines of reduced system height I have a height of
1460 mm and a continuous top cover of the electric trunkings on both sides.
If a service spine is executed with an opening an operator in Germany has to declare by means of a
risk analysis that protection of the opposite workplace can be waived according to the laboratory
guidelines “Safe work in laboratories“ (DGUV Infomation 213-850).
The same applies for opposite double workbenches of reduced system height II with a height of
920 mm for which the bracket cover of the service spine ends at worktop height and therefore does
not have a splash protection.

Reduced system height I

Reduced system height II
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Legend
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Sink base cabinet
Trolley drawer base cabinet
Hatch
Bracket cover
Fitting space
H-frame




Dimensional drawing
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D I Workbenches for analytical tasks
Supply with high purity gases and power, extraction of released and maybe even hot exhaust fumes
and the disposal of used chemicals all require an intelligent design of laboratory workbenches in
analytical laboratories.
The services for our workbenches for analytical tasks are supplied through a front service spine. The
electric trunking for the power supply of the analytical instruments is located below the worktop.
High purity gas valves with pressure reducers and pre-shut-off valve are arranged in the service rail,
exhaust fumes are discharged through a local extraction unit above the analytical instrument.

Front

1

Legend
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Base cabinet
Safety cabinet for solvents
Trolley base cabinet
Fitting space






1

Back












Disposal of different solvents
A safety cabinet for combustible liquids is equipped with
PE containers to collect the used solvents. The liquids to be
disposed of are supplied through an earthed piping system
and routed into the inserted containers. The display to control
the filling level in the containers has a visual and acoustic
alarm system and is attached to the service rail of the service
module at the front.

Legend
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Extraction arm
Solvents disposal
Service outlet point
Equipment with electric services
Level indicator
Pressure setting
Supply of services
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Laboratory Workbenches
without Service Spine

For a wide range of applications
Island laboratory workbenches without service spines can be used for a wide range of applications
– as an attachment table in front of service spines, as a trolley table to transport instruments and
materials, as a desk or a documentation workstation, as a height-adjustable table, a balance table,
and even as an instrument rack for special requirements, or to set up instruments below overhead
service carriers.

AI
BI
CI
DI
EI
FI

Outline of versions
Wall-mounted workbenches
Island workbenches
Window workbenches
Height-adjustable workbenches
Balance tables and instrument racks
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A I Outline of versions
Just as the laboratory workbenches with service spines also the laboratory workbenches without
service spines require the use of suitable table executions for the various applications. Four table
versions are available with a standing height of 920 mm and a sitting height of 725 mm each.

Laboratory table with base cabinet on
plinth
The base cabinet of the firmly fixed laboratory workbench is
available in different sizes. It may be equipped with hinged
doors, pull-outs, drawers, and a worktop from the extensive
QME range of products.

68

Laboratory table with H-frame
The steel frame is equipped with height-adjustable levelling
feet to compensate unevenness of the floor. The rear crossbar
is needed for stabilization and as a depth limit for the trolley
base cabinet.

Laboratory table with C-frame

Trolley laboratory table

The C-frame is characterized by sufficient knee space. The
lower bracket is equipped with height-adjusters. Trolley base
cabinets can be inserted below any part of the workbench.

The trolley laboratory table has four guide pulleys, two of
which are lockable. The stable steel frame with worktop and
a shelf has a loading capacity of 200 kg. The heavy-load
execution even has a loading capacity of 300 kg.

Worktops
Fine stoneware
Fine stoneware compound
Glass compound
Solid grade laminate
Stainless steel
Melamine resin
Polypropylene
Beech plywood panel

Dimensions
Grid width in mm
Sitting height in mm
Standing height in mm
Worktop depth in mm

600 / 900 / 1200 / 1500
725
920
600-900
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BI W
 all-mounted workbenches and
wall-mounted sink
A wall-mounted workbench is produced from QME system modules and consists of an H-Frame, a
C-frame or a base cabinet on plinth, and of a worktop which can be made of various materials with
or without marine edge, depending on the requirements.
Laboratory sinks of different sizes and materials are exclusively executed with base cabinets on
plinth. The bench-mounted service outlets are fixed on the worktop. The open rear panel of the
cabinet ensures access to the shut-off valves and the sewage connection.
The laboratory wall may be equipped with a water-resistant splash protection of phenolic resin.
If need be, also a draining board and a towel and soap dispenser can be attached to the wall.







Legend
1. Base cabinet on plinth
2. Splash protection
3. Double side
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Dimensional drawing
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C I Island workbenches
Island workbenches in a laboratory increase flexibility and allow an adaptation to changing
requirements and tasks. The benches are available in C-frame and H-frame execution in grid sizes
of 600, 900, 1200, or 1500 mm.
They can be executed in standard heights for tasks carried out in standing position (920 mm) or
for tasks carried out in seated position (725 mm). Trolley cabinets are available for both versions.





Legend
1. Trolley cabinet
2. H-frame
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Dimensional drawing
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D I Window workbenches
Desks for documentation and analytical tasks are often located in front of windows or walls.
They are produced from H-frames or C-frames of steel which are equipped with worktops.
The optional electric trunking is individually equipped with sockets, data sockets, and fuse
protections with a residual circuit device. The trunking is attached to the worktop or the
laboratory wall.
If radiators are planned and the worktop continues against the wall, ventilation grids for the
circulation of air are inserted into the worktop. In addition, the worktop may be equipped
with cable bushings.







Legend
1. Trolley cabinet
2. Elektric trunking
2. C-frame
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Dimensional drawing
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E I Height-adjustable workbenches
Height-adjustable desks provide an ideal ergonomic sitting or standing position for various body
heights. An ideal working position prevents backache as well as neck and shoulder tensions, and
also prevents symptoms of fatigue. It is possible to quickly change from sitting to working position.
The height-adjustment device of the steel frames may either be done in an infinitely variable way
or in steps. Locating pins, a crank mechanism, or an electric height-adjustment device are available
as setting tools.

76

Dimensions
Grid width in mm
Working height in mm

Depth in mm

600 / 900 / 1200 / 1500
725 - 1050 if locating pins are used*
725 - 965 if a crank mechanism is used**
725 - 1050 if an electric actuator is used**
600 - 900

* height-adjustment in steps
** infinitely variable height-adjustment
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F I Balance tables and instrument racks
Balance tables for highly sensitive analytical balances or measuring devices are available in two
different executions:
With an integrated slab of marble: The balance table is made of a vibration absorbing steel
frame and a melamine resin worktop into which a slab or marble of a size of 460 x 460 mm with
a damping device is integrated. That way the weighing procedure can be carried out undisturbed,
irrespective of vibrations in the room or the table being accidentally touched.
Of granite: Two lateral pillars of granite stabilized with stainless steel braces are equipped with
dampers onto which a solid granite balance plate is put.
Balance tables are produced in grid sizes of 900 and 1200 mm.

78

Instrument racks are mobile shelves to hold high-class analytical instruments. High purity gas and
electric services are supplied through an overhead service carrier.
The rack is equipped on both sides with a heavy load shelf for analytical instruments and with a
system shelf with railing to hold reagents and accompanying equipment. A base cabinet for required
consumables may be integrated as an option.
Four castors allow for the mobility of the instrument rack which is particularly helpful due to ever
changing equipment of the instruments, and to carry out maintenance works.
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I I Worktops
Resistance against chemicals and reagents, scratch resistance, loading capacity per m²,
requirements for cleaning and hygiene, hardness, as well as temperature resistance are the
most important selection criteria for the right worktop material.
The following materials are available:

1. Fine stoneware worktops

Fine stoneware worktop

Fine stoneware worktop
with marine edge

2. Fine stoneware compound worktops
Fine stoneware compound worktop,
8 mm fine stoneware, base plate material
of flat pressed particle board, melamine
resin coated on both sides, with epoxy edge.

Fine stoneware compound worktop, 8 mm
fine stoneware, base plate material of flat
pressed particle board, melamine resin coated
on both sides, with epoxy marine edge.
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3. Glass compound worktops
Glass compound worktop, 8 mm tempered
safety glass (TSG), lacquered rear, base
plate material: flat pressed particle board,
melamine resin coated on both sides,
with a 2 mm PP edge
Glass compound worktop, 8 mm tempered
safety glass (TSG) lacquered rear, base
plate material: flat pressed particle board,
melamine resin coated on both sides, with
epoxy marine edge

4. Solid grade laminate worktops
Solid grade laminate worktop, milled in
convex shape, covered with HPL on both
sides, or with specially hardened surfaces
(e.g. TopLab Plus)
Solid grade laminate worktop with epoxy
marine edge, covered with HPL on both
sides, or with specially hardened surfaces
(e.g. TopLab Plus)
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I I Worktops

5. Stainless steel worktops
Chrome-nickel steel worktop
V2A / V4A with drip edge

Chrome-nickel steel worktop
V2A / V4A with marine edge and
drip edge

6. Melamine resin worktops
High-density particle board, E1, covered
with HPL on both sides, 2 mm edge at the front,
rim as an option at the rear
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7. Polypropylene worktops
Polypropylene worktop with marine edge,
base plate material: flat pressed particle board,
coated with melamine resin on both sides

8. Beech plywood panel worktops
Solid plywood plate, surface lacquered,
with Multiplex real wood edge
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Storage spaces

Storage & order – the nuts and bolts for laboratory storage spaces
We provide you with cabinets suitable for instruments, consumables, documentation components,
chemicals, as well as pipettes and stationery. Whether as tall cabinets – also with top cabinet,
as hanging cabinet, base cabinet or drawer cabinet, or only as storage space to hold chemicals:
The wide variety of our product range is almost unlimited.
Cabinets are available in lots of different versions: as extracted cabinets, cabinets with locking
systems, with glazed doors, with glazed sliding doors, as well as with drawers and pull-outs in
various dimensions. We use only top class furniture fittings for all of these. In our modern automatic
carcass production line we are able to produce to size. This is the basis for our constantly high level
of quality.

AI
BI
CI
DI
EI
FI

Laboratory wall cabinets
Tall cabinets
Top cabinets
Hanging cabinets
Base cabinets on plinth
Trolley cabinets

86
88
90
91
92
94
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A I Laboratory wall cabinets
Wall cabinets can be combined from the wide range of tall cabinets. They are available with top
cabinets and could be panelled up to the ceiling on request. Cabinets for chemicals are additionally
equipped with a 24-h extraction device. All shelves are secured against being pulled out unintentionally. While all edges at the fronts and shelves are equipped with polypropylene edges for
protection, the drawer shelves are executed with reinforced aluminium panels. In case of a wide
span reinforced shelves are used as a standard, and for room corners there are special corner
cabinet solutions.

1











Legend
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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24-h extraction device
Top cabinet
Cabinet for chemicals
Pull-out cabinet
Cabinet for acids/bases
Ladder
Glazed tall cabinet

Dimensional drawing
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B I Tall cabinets
Tall cabinets are produced in various widths and depths. Fronts are executed either as hinged
doors, hinged doors with glazing, or as a combination of hinged door/drawer. Extracted cabinets
are equipped with an extract air spigot with a diameter of 75 mm. The extract air exchange rate
is 40 m³/h. And the doors are equipped with espagnolette locks.

Executions
Grid width in mm
Height in mm
Depth in mm

88

450 / 600 / 900 / 1200
1980
370 / 560

Tall cabinets

Corner

Shelves

Extracted cabinets
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C I Top cabinets
Top cabinets are produced with a ladder rail to hook a ladder. The height of the top cabinet is
770 mm. The doors are equipped with an olive-shaped handle or with a turnknob with integrated
cylinder lock. For laboratory cabinets with extract air spigot the depth of the top cabinet is reduced
from 560 mm to 370 mm.

Corner cabinet

Executions
Grid width in mm
Height in mm
Depth in mm

90

600 / 900 / 1200
770
370 / 560

D I Hanging cabinets
Hanging cabinets are either hooked into the system pillar of a wall-mounted or laboratory double
workbench, or attached to the wall. The doors are available either with mullion glazings or glass
sliding doors. They are equipped with bow-shaped handles of anodized aluminium, or of stainless
steel. Hanging cabinets may also be equipped with a ladder rail on request. In that case the height
will be increased from 710 mm to 770 mm. In both cases two folders may be stored on top of each
other.

Executions
Grid width in mm
Height in mm
Depth in mm

600 / 900 / 1200
710* / 770*
370
* without ladder rail
** with ladder rail
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E I Base cabinets on plinth
Base cabinets on plinth are equipped with height-adjustable levelling feet so that an unevenness of
the floor can easily be compensated. The furniture is equipped with bow-shaped handles of either
aluminium or stainless steel. Cabinets with hinged doors are equipped with one shelf. Drawers and
pull-outs have fully extensible metal frames, a self-closing mechanism, and a damper. As an option a
cylinder lock as well as a drawer compartment with longitudinal and cross dividers may be inserted.

Standing height

Waste
2 x 25 L
Foot pedal

Corner
cabinet

Executions
Grid width in mm
Height in mm
Depth in mm

92

450 / 600 / 900 / 1200
890
550

Sitting height

Executions
Grid width in mm
Height in mm
Depth in mm

450 / 600 / 900 / 1200
695
550
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F I Trolley cabinets
Trolley cabinets can be inserted below workbenches with an H-frame or a C-frame. They are
equipped with four swivelling twin castors, two of which are lockable. Cabinets with hinged doors
are equipped with one shelf. The base cabinets have a 25 mm thick top shelf for stabilization. To
facilitate the cabinet being pulled out the top shelf may be equipped with a handle bar. The drawers
and pull-outs are also equipped with an anti-tilt locking device to protect against tilting. This
ensures that only one drawer or pull-out can be pulled out at a time.

Standing height

Executions
Grid width in mm
Height in mm
Depth in mm

94

450 / 600 / 900 / 1200 for laboratory workbenches with C-frames
420 / 540 / 570 / 840 / 1140 for laboratory workbenches with H-frames
820
550

Sitting height

Executions
Grid width in mm
Height in mm
Depth in mm

450 / 600 / 900 / 1200 for laboratory workbenches with C-frames
420 / 540 / 570 / 840 / 1140 for laboratory workbenches with H-frames
625
550

Utility drawers are only available for 450 mm wide base cabinets
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A I QME Colour Concept
The colour concept for laboratory furniture is of great importance for the well-being in laboratory
rooms. The QME laboratory system colour concept creates a bright and friendly atmosphere.
QME colours and possible alternatives are listed in the following:
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RAL 9010
pure white

RAL 7037
dust grey

RAL 7035
light grey

RAL 3001
signal red

RAL 5015
clear blue

RAL 9003
signal white

Accent colours
RAL 1033
yellow dahlia

RAL 6018
yellow-green

Information: Printed RAL shades may deviate from the original. Material samples are available on request.
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No.
		

Component:

Standard

Possible alternatives

Surcharge

Furniture and panels:

1

Carcass

effect similar to RAL 9010

effect similar to RAL 7035

yes

2

Fronts

effect similar to RAL 9010

effect similar to RAL 7035

yes

3

Melamine panels

effect similar to RAL 9010

effect similar to RAL 7035

yes

4

Solid grade laminate panels

effect similar to RAL 9010

effect similar to RAL 7035

yes

5
Bow-shaped handles
anodized aluminium
				
6

Plinth panel

stainless steel

yes

RAL shades according to range of colours

yes

effect similar to RAL 7037

		Worktops:
		Melamine laminate

effect similar to RAL 9010

effect similar to RAL 7035

no

		Solid grade laminate / TopLab

effect similar to RAL 9010

effect similar to RAL 7035

no

PP

7
		Ceramics

light grey similar to RAL 7035
polar white similar to RAL 9003

aluminium grey similar to RAL 7035

no

		Fine stoneware compound

polar white similar to RAL 9003

aluminium grey similar to RAL 7035

no

		Epoxy marine edge

grey

white

no

yes

		

Metal parts of laboratory furniture (powder coated):

8

System pillar

dust grey RAL 7037

pure white RAL 9010

9

System shelf support

dust grey RAL 7037

RAL shades according to accent colour

no

or pure white RAL 9010

yes

				
10

Reagent shelf support

pure white RAL 9010 or RAL shades according to accent colours

no

				

or pure white RAL 9010

yes

H-/C-frames
11
		Trolley table frames

dust grey RAL 7037

RAL shades according to accent colours

yes

dust grey RAL 7037

RAL shades according to accent colours

yes

yes

		

dust grey RAL 7037

Metal parts of fume cupboards (powder coated):

12

Frame

pure white RAL 9010

light grey RAL 7035

13

Front sash

dust grey RAL 7037

RAL shades according to accent colours

no

14

Pylon

pure white RAL 9010

light grey RAL 7035

yes

15

Pylon cover

dust grey RAL 7037

pure white RAL 9010

yes

pure white RAL 9010

light grey RAL 7035

yes

		

Electric services:

16

Electric trunking

17

End caps of electric trunking dust grey RAL 7037

pure white RAL 9010

yes

Electric panel of solid
18
		
grade laminate

effect similar to RAL 9010

effect similar to RAL 7035

yes

		Sockets / switches

white similar to RAL 9010

agate grey similar to RAL 7038

yes

The components marked in yellow can be changed to accent colours without surcharge.
RAL shades deviating from the accent colours available on request.
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Your expert consultants:

Ingo Scheib

Volker Germann

Kranichstraße 6
Postfach 10 12 40 (PLZ 41544)
41564 Kaarst

Spatgrube 24
35685 Dillenburg

Phone 02131 / 668161
Fax
02131 / 668251
Mobile 0160 / 90242755
E-Mail

Phone 02771 / 812 884
Fax
02771 / 812 885
Mobile 0170 / 5854925
E-Mail

v.germann@laborbau-systeme.de

i.scheib@laborbau-systeme.de

Steffen Heinze

Steffen Schulz

Gumpener Straße 14
64385 Reichelsheim

Talstraße 9
37586 Dassel-Wellersen

Phone 06164 / 6429432
Fax
06164 / 6429433
Mobile 0170 / 7092426

Mobile 0160 / 7482882

E-Mail

E-Mail

s.schulz@laborbau-systeme.de

s.heinze@laborbau-systeme.de

Sven Sonnenberg

Uwe Schneider

Heerstraße 575
13591 Berlin

Herderstraße 26
07743 Jena

Phone 030 / 37801109
Fax
030 / 36434902
Mobile 0170 / 5840587

Phone 03641 / 820193
Fax
03641 / 820194
Mobile 0172 / 3679674

E-Mail

E-Mail

s.sonnenberg@laborbau-systeme.de

laborservice@usl-jena.de
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